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Agent provocateur by Julian Friedmann

Which hyphen should I choose?

Writers have long been uneasy at the way their lovingly crafted words are ‘bought’ by others who immediately change the script. ‘Why, if they liked it so much?’ is a refrain heard sadly often.

It is true that some producers embellish the negotiating process with praise they don’t always mean. It is also true that as the adopted parents of the work they too are forced to suffer the insistent demands of larger co-producers or broadcasters who decide that what they want is not exactly what they have been offered or what they have paid for.

The fact is that scriptwriting – far more than prose, poetry or plays – is ‘work-in-progress’. Someone once said a script is never finished. So the moment of completion is not actually ever the moment of completion. If the work is improved by the intercession of script editors, producers, actors, directors and film or tape editors, so much the better but sometimes it is not improved.

Apart from the difficulty writers have in making judgements about their work being changed, is there a sense in which writers should have more control over the physical manifestation of what they have written?

Some become hyphenates - writer-directors - and they follow a well-worn and respected path with some of the stalwarts of the British auteur tradition championing the writer-director role. 

As an agent I feel compelled to ask, especially of younger practitioners, whether, if they believe that they are really good as a writer they wouldn’t prefer a better director than themselves; on the other hand, if they rate themselves as a director, shouldn’t they be more ambitious to direct a script written by a better writer than themselves?

This is not fanciful since the inciting incident in the birth of many young writer-directors is their inability to sell their scripts to anyone, and the sense that the British subsidy establishment will support an untried director before they will support an untried writer. Work out the percentage of genuinely British films that have a writer-director and you will see what I mean. Film is clearly a director-driven medium and someone claiming that they have a script they want to direct already has a buzz about it. Having a script they want to sell does not sound as interesting.

However, the leap into directing is risky and the number of first-time directors who never direct another feature is frighteningly high. So what are the other hyphenate alternatives?

One is to become a writer-producer. Learning to direct is as difficult, I suspect, as learning to write well. I am reminded of a line from a very old US Musical – New Faces of 1956: Man in Manhattan street to cool Black dude: ‘How do I get to Carnegie Hall?’ Cool Black dude: ‘Practise mother, practise!’

Learning to be a producer is not easy either but I think it is something that in a basic way is easier to do than directing or getting investors to trust you as a director with their money. My advice would be to join the New Producers Alliance, read a couple of key books, see all the movies, research the hot young directors and then persuade them to read your script.

If you think it will help, don’t put your name on the script initially. What is easiest to do and costs nothing is demonstrating passion and commitment and a willingness to go to the end of the line to raise the money. 

Understand how the new technology works: can the film be made on DV? Is the script written to be shot in a minimum number of days, in as few locations as possible and with no expensive special effects?

Is it a genre that is hot? Are you playing all the regional cards you can? (Do you know where your Regional Film body is based, what their criteria are for applying for funding?) Have you used locations that will help with the financing? These are some of the questions that you ought to be thinking of as a writer.

Scriptwriting for feature films is perhaps even less a purist activity than writing for television, which is usually thought of as selling your soul by feature writers. So few features are made that it pays to be very focussed.

And where best to start may be the ubiquitous short. Shorts are cool says Steve Brookes in the current issue of ScriptWriter magazine, and he demonstrates how the short film industry is emerging to the great advantage of writers. Prove you can do it and you are more likely to be trusted. In the same issue Carl Schoenfeld describes how to hook a producer, just what a new writer-producer should know before starting.

The fragmentation of audiences and the multiplicity of delivery systems – so that you will soon be able to watch anything on almost any gadget – is putting some power back in the hands of producers, which is not to say that every writer must become a producer and produce their own scripts.

It has never been easier to understand the production business, from budgets to co-production treaties. Britain is about to sign several new ones that will give you access to interesting places to shoot like South Africa. Camera equipment is available cheaper than ever before and it is easier now than it ever has been to do some guerrilla training, even if you do not go all the way into guerrilla film-making. Should writers read The Guerrilla Film Makers Handbook by Jones & Joliffe? They should, even if only to make the decision to write their scripts in a way that makes them more filmable on lower budgets. Creating great emotion on screen does not usually require costly effects or much action but it is lacking in most scripts. 

Writers need to be all-rounders in this age of rapidly changing audiences, technology and financing sources for movies. This does not mean that being able to write well is no longer the first priority but on its own it isn’t a guarantee of success. So the hyphenate I suggest is ‘all-rounder’.
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